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Dr. Michael Adamse, MA ’79
   God’s Shrink

Dr. Mona Gustafson Affinito, Emeritus Professor, Psychology
   When to Forgive
   Forgiving One Page at a Time
   Mrs. Job

Polly Brody Alcott, MS ’83
   The Burning Bush
   The Flower’s Lip

John D. Allen, ’79, MS ’96, EdD ’08

Nancy Antle, MFA ’13
   Children’s and Teen Books by Nancy Antle
   The Good Bad Cat
   Tough Choices: A Story of the Vietnam War
   Sam’s Wild West Show
   Sam’s Wild West Christmas
   Lost in the War
   Staying Cool
   Beautiful Land: A Story of the Oklahoma Land Rush
   Hard Times: A Story of the Great Depression
   Playing Solitaire
   Big Book of Teen Reads
   Ordinary Albert

Lynn Austin, ’73
   Books by Lynn Austin
   Eve’s Daughters
   To Light My Path
   Faith of My Fathers
   A Proper Pursuit
   Among the Gods
   A Woman’s Place
   The Lord is My Song
   Gods and Kings
   Candle in the Darkness
   Song of Redemption
   Wings of Refuge
   Fly Away
   Fire by Night
   Hidden Places
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Meari Avery, '75
Adult Children of Alcoholics Journal of Psychosocial Nursing

Carl Balestracci, Jr., '67, MS '74, SY '77
John Beattie and His Quarrymen: Building America Stone by Stone

Raymond Bechard, '83
The Berlin Turnpike: the story of human trafficking in America
Unspeakable: the hidden truth behind the world's fastest growing crime

Laurie Bellesheim, '00
Surviving Emily

James Benn, MLS '76
Billy Boyle: A WWII Mystery
Traumatized: The Story of a State Trooper

Alvin Bess, MS '95
The Objective Narrative of an Undaunted Black Male and Deliberate Blue-Collar Scholar: Strolling Slowly Circumspectly Amongst Chameleon Scarecrows & Outwitting the Pitfalls, Insecurities and Stigmas of Standardized American Selective Retardation: An Unruffled Autobiography

Barbara Beverage, '75 (writes as: Bethany Roberts)
Books by Bethany Roberts
Cookie Angel
Birthday Mice!
The Wind's Garden
Fourth of July Mice!
Halloween Mice! 6. Easter Mice!
Christmas Mice! 8. Gramps and the Fire Dragon
Valentine Mice!
Monster Manners
A Mouse Told His Mother
Follow Me
Ogre Eats Everything
May Belle and the Ogre
Rosie to the Rescue

Richard Biondi, '90, MS '96, SY '98
Pugilistic Paisani: A Concise History of the Italian and Italian-American Boxing Champions

Patricia Bjorklund, '03, MS '05
U.S. and Them: Re-Enchantment of a Cold War Childhood
Dr. Karen Bluth, ’90
   Self-Compassion Workbook for Teens

Carrie Borzillo-Vrenna, ’92
   Cherry Bomb: The Ultimate Guide to Becoming a Better Flirt, Tougher Chick, Hotter Girlfriend and Living Life like A Rock Star

Annette Bosley-Boyce, MA ’03
   The College Success Plan: all the tools you need to plan for college and for life!

Edmund Boyle, ’63
   Website for Edmund Boyle
   Lesson from a Penguin
   Lost! One Budgie
   Lobsters

Cynthia Wolfe Boynton, ’94
   Remarkable Women of Hartford
   Connecticut Witch Trials: The First Panic in the New World

Cynthia Broc, ’79
   Hawaii’s Best Spooky Tales (1997)

Leslie Bulion, MS ’86
   Books by Leslie Bulion
   At the Sea Floor Café: Odd Ocean
   Critter Poems
   The Trouble with Rules
   Hey There, Stink Bug!
   Uncharted Waters
   Fatuma’s New Cloth
   Tall Ships Fun!
   Missing Pieces

Cindy J. Cadet, ’04, MBA ’05
   The Brownie Girl Adventures

Jon Capone, ’85
   Forgotten Peacekeepers
Sally Chapin, ’58, MLS ’84 (co-author)
   Sand in Our Shoes: A Narrative and Pictorial History of Walnut Beach-Myrtle Beach, Milford, Connecticut

Nancy A. Charest, ’71, MS ’75, 6th Year ’77
   Heads Up: Poetry for Children’s Social and Emotional Development

Clifford T. Chieffo, ’59
   The Contemporary Oil Painters Handbook
   Silk Screen as a Fine Art

Joseph Ciaburri, ’56
   Untapped Resource: The Ghetto
   To Leave People Better Than You Found Them

Dr. Arthur Ciaramicoli, MS ’72
   The Stress Solution: Using Empathy and Cognitive Behavioral Therapy to Reduce Anxiety and Develop Resilience

Tara Jill Ciccarone, ’99
   From Beyond the Pale
   Wait for Me, Susanna
   When we were Tired of Checkers

Junie Clauther, MS ’04
   Books by Junie Clauther
   Rough Life
   Mother’s Love
   You’re not Worth It
   Who am I?

Romily Cochrane CoFrancesco, ’63
   The Campville Chronicles: an oral history of the people of Harwinton, Connecticut

Frank Connolly, ’73
   Hidden Agendas: Inside the Town Hall

Jean Copeland, '06, MS '11
   The Revelation of Beatrice Darby
   The Second Wave
   Summer Fling
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Joseph Coulombe, '78
Books by Joseph Coulombe
Letters of Intimacy and Devotion...In the Rose Garden
The Leeward View of the Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta
Beaches, Boats and Brushstrokes: a photo essay of the Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta
‘Frisco – Street Scenes
Perry’s Boat Harbor, Isleton, CA
La cueillette de fleurs
Blog: The Story of Joe and Floyd

Arthur Crowell, '70, MA '73
A Handbook for the Special Education Administrator: Organization and Procedures for Special Education

Patrick Cumpstone, '15
Connecticut Witchcraft

John DeLuca, '69
Crossing to Liberty

Lori DeSanti, '11, MFA '14
Lori DeSanti website
Saltwater under Brittle Sky
Bruce Lee is my Therapist
Each Root Luminous

Donna DiCello, MS ’87
Daughters, Dads and the Path through Grief: Tales from Italian America

Dr. Loretta DiPietro , ’79, MS ’82
Age and Obesity - Medical News, Yale Univ. School of Medicine

Michael Dooling, MS '78
An Historical Account of Charles Island, Milford, CT

Trudy Dujardin, '67
Comfort Zone: Creating the Eco-Elegant Interior
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Jane Elkin, MLS ’86  
About Jane Elkin  
World Class: Poems Inspired by the ESL Classroom

Toni (Antonia) Ferrucci, MS ’69  
Worst Fear: One Woman’s Story of Brain Surgery & Survival

June Estep Fiorelli, ’43  
Fannie Lou Hamer: A Voice for Freedom

Anthony E. Fusco, Jr., ’73, MS ’04  
Books by Tony Fusco

Droplines  
Instant Expert: Art Deco  
The Confident Collector  
Short-lived Phenomena: Poems  
Historic Jefferson Barracks

Official ID and Price Guide to Art Deco  
Pictorial History: Jefferson Barracks  
Story of Jefferson Barracks  
Jesse's Garden

Michael J. Fusco, ’76, MS ‘82  
Teaching for What?  
Link to book

Ron Gagliardi, MA ’78  
Cheshire  
Naugatuck Revisited

Paula Gelbach, ’67  
It's OK - Everybody's Different

Dr. Beverly Levitt Gerber, ’62, 6th Yr. ’71  
Reaching and Teaching Students with Special Needs Students through Art  
Understanding Students with Autism through Art

Howard Gleichenhaus, ’65  
Whisper in the Pines

James J. Griffin, ’71  
A Ranger Named Rowdy
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Christopher E. Grillo, MFA '14
Elegy for a Star Girl and Heroes' Tunnel, The Six-fold Radial Symmetry of Snow, When Rain Fills the Chasm

Thomas Grisell, ’72
Knowing-Feeling-Doing-Being, A Spiritual Completion, The Way of the Colibri, by “Thomas"

Susan Guagliumi, ’69
Website and books by Susan Guagliumi
Hand-Manipulated Stitches for Machine Knitters
More Hand-Manipulated Stitches for Machine Knitters

Shante Hanks, ’97, MS ’99, SY ’05
Titanium Woman

Diana Dart Harris, MS ’08
Beginning Musical Theatre Dance

Dr. Frederick Hatfield, ’69
Books by Dr. Frederick Hatfield and website for “Dr. Squat”

Fitness: The Complete Guide
Dynamic Nutrition for Maximum Performance
Power
Ultimate Sports Nutrition
Hardcore Body Building/A Scientific Approach
Aerobic Weight Lifting
Drugs, Performance and Nutrition
Powerlifting
Weight Training for the Young Athletes
Training & Glucose Tolerance

Ergogenes: Achieving Peak Performance without Drugs
Workout Recover & Nutrition
Relieving Pain Nutritionaly
Herbs and their Sport Fitness Uses
Strength and Nutrition
Improving Your Energy Levels
Nutritionally
Mental Stress, Mental Concentration & Nutrition
Amino Acids & Protein
Fat Loss & Nutrition
Inosine & Sports Training
Endurance Training & Nutrition

Cathy Hofher (illustrator)
Take a Deep Breath
Reach for the Sky
Put Your Best Foot Forward
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Neil Hogan
New Haven in the 20th Century
New Haven's St. Patrick's Day Parade
Moments in New Haven Labor History
The Wearin’ o’ the Green – St. Patrick’s Day in New Haven, Connecticut 1842-1992
A Certain Distinction C. Cowles & Co. 1838-1988

Veronica Holcomb, ’71
Books by Veronica Holcomb
Ready, Set, Grow
Leadership Defined

Tom Holland, MS ’03
Beat the Gym

Barbara A. Holmes, MS ’67
Race and the Cosmos: An Invitation to View the World Differently
Joy Unspeakable: Contemplative Practices of the Black Church
Can I Get A Witness?: Prophetic Religious Voices of African American Women (editor)
Elevator Evangelists: The Other Side
The Legacy of Martin Luther King, Jr.: The Boundaries of Law, Politics and Religion (co-author)
Liberation and the Cosmos: Conversations with the elders

Lynn Houston, MFA ’17
The Clever Dream of Man, The Mauled Keeper, Unguarded, Chatterbox

James Howson, MS ’72
One Foot in Heaven

Ed Ifkovic, ’65
Books by Ed Ifkovic
Dragon on a Ten Speed
David at Thirty
A Girl Holding Lilacs
A Bend in the River
Ella Moon
Rebekah Jackson, ’05
  A Sexuality and Gender Diversity Training Program

Kristin Jacobi, MLS ’86
  Audiobook reviews from 'Audio Reviews' column in Library Journal

Charles Jarmon, MPH, ’97, MBA ’00
  Community Healthcare Delivery: Post Hurricane Sandy Lessons from Mobile Health Unit
  Beyond the ‘Go Kit’: Empowering Older Adults in Disasters

Karen M. Jastermsky, MS ’91
  The Touched

Silvia Juarez-Marazzo, MSW ’99
  Mommy, tell me, why did you come here?  Children's books for immigrant families

Felicia Kalapos, ’75
  Stroke Through A Mother's Eyes
  Love on a Shoestring

Judith Kelman, ’78
  Books by Judith Kelman
  After the Fall
  The First Stone
  Backward in High Heels
  More Than You Know
  One Last Kiss
  While Angels Sleep
  Summer of Storms
  Dr. Peter Scardino's Prostate Book (co-authored)
  Every Step You Take
  Hush Little Darlings
  Original Sins

Michael E. Kirsner, ’85
  Incests’ Other Victims: America’s Silent Epidemic
  Field Manual for the Army Marriage (new)
Leo Kivijarv, '74
   Link to Leo Kivijarv's work
   Media Industry Reports, PQ Media's Political Media Buying series
   Veronis Suhler Stevenson Communications Industry Forecast

Yvonne S. Klancko. 6th Yr. '94
   Easter Eggs and Art

Tracy Knofla, '82
   Thriving in Chaos

Fredrick Douglass Knowles, MA '07
   About Fredrick Douglass Knowles
   Black Rose City

Paul Kobasa, MLS, '77 (Editor in Chief)
   The 2006 World Book
   Volume Library Science Annual 2007
   Funk & Wagnall’s 2008 Science Yearbook
   World Book's Solar System & Space Exploration Library

Gloria Koster, MLS '94
   The Peanut-Free Café
   Mitzi’s Mitzvah

Jason Labbe, '01
   Spleen Elegy

Joseph Leary, '82
   A Shared Landscape

Rayon Lennon, '09, M.S.W. '16
   Barrel Children

Dr. Anne Leone, '51, MS '61
   Building on Books

Wendy Lipton-Dibner, '78
   Shatter Your Speed Limits
   M.A.D. (Motivate-Align-Differentiate)
Christine Beck Lissitzyn, MFA ’13
   Blinding Light – book of poetry
   Read about Christine Beck Lisstzyn

Tom Lombardi, ’95
   My Summer on Earth

Renee Londner, ’64
   Stones for Grandpa
   Ruby's Whistle

Laura Macaluso, ’94
   New Haven in WWI

Janet Maher, ’76
   From the Old Sod to the Naugatuck Valley: Early Irish Catholics in New Haven County, CT

Mary S. Mahony, ’70
   Books by Mary S. Mahony
   There's an S on my Back
   My Ella Fix
   Stand Tall Harry
   What Can I Give You: The Moving Account of One Family's Journey to Understand the Many Faces of Their Child's Chronic Condition
   Harry Scores a Hat Trick with Pawns, Pucks, and Scoliosis
   School Is Not For Me, Jeremy James Conor McGee

Lisa Mangini, MFA ’12
   Bird Watching at the End of the World (poetry)

Nancy Manning, ’85
   Undertow of Silence

Norbert Markiewicz, ’85
   Blind Engagement

Mary S. Mazzacane, MS ’76
   Music Education through Puppetry
Diana Ross McCain, MLS '79
Books by Diana Ross McCain
It Happened in Connecticut
Mysteries and Legends of New England: True Stories of the Unsolved and Unexplained (Myths and Mysteries Series)
Connecticut: Mapping the Nutmeg State through History: Rare and Unusual Maps from the Library of Congress (Mapping the States through History)
To All on Equal Terms: The Life and Legacy of Prudence Crandall
Connecticut Coast: A Town-by-Town Illustrated History
The Connecticut Apprentice
Taxing Questions
Bundling: The not-always-innocent pleasures of early American courtship
Keeping the Sabbath in Connecticut: Laughing on Sunday was no laughing matter in 18th-century Connecticut: it was a crime punishable by a fine or a spell in the stocks

Chelsea McKay, ’13
A Tangram ABC: Shaping the Alphabet from an Ancient Chinese Puzzle

Kevin McMahon, ’76, MS ’82, 6th Yr. ’93
Manny McMoose and His Chubby Caboose

Robert M. Milardo, ’72
Books by Robert M. Milardo
Journal of Marriage and the Family (6 volumes 1997-2001)
Families as Relationships (co-author)
Families & Social Networks

Joy Mlozanowski, MS ’08, MFA ’13
Joy Mlozanowski’s website
Night Flying

Larry Moffi, ’68
Books by Larry Moffi
A Citizen's Handbook
Crossing the Line
This Side of Cooperstown
The Conscience of the Game
Simple Progression (co-author)
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John F. Mongillo, ’58
Books by John F. Mongillo
Nanotechnology I
Encyclopedia of Environmental Science
Environmental Activists
Teen Guide to Environmental Science (5 volumes ’96 - ’01)
My Activity Book about Nature
English in Context: Reading Comprehension for Science & Technology, Book 1
Gateways to Science

Patrick Moody, ’13
The Gravedigger's Son

Patricia Motolla, ’87, MS ’90, MFA '11
Patricia Motolla website
Under the Red Dress
After Hours

Katie Krauss Murphy, MS ’80
Woodmont on the Sound

Sandy Myerson, ’69
Elder Care Assistance: A Practical Guide Covering Health, Financial and Legal Considerations

Bertil C. Nelson, ’61, MS ’67
Maddoc
Available on Amazon

Marianna Marra Newman, MS ’87
Own Hope
Cody Ody Dody: the Secret Laundry Helper

Dr. Robert Nicoletti, ’64
Parenthood a Life Sentence? A Journey From Womb to Tomb

Dr. Roy Nirschel, ’74
My Seasons in Saigon
Thomas O'Neil, MS '90
  Cracking Cases (co-authored with Dr. Henry Lee)
  Cracking More Cases (co-authored with Dr. Henry Lee)

Sally Parkhurst, MLS '06 (writes as: S.A. Freeman)
  The Emboldening of Kassia West

Mark J. Pascale, '76
  Twenty-Five Years of Printmaking
  Contemporary American Realist Drawings: The Jalane and Richard Davidson Collection
  at the Art Institute of Chicago
  Jasper Johns: Gray
  The Art Institute of Chicago Museum Studies: Songs on Stone: James McNeill Whistler
  and the Art of Lithography (Art Institute of Chicago Museum Studies Vol. 24)

Debbie Pausig, MFT '11
  An Affair Worth Remembering with Huntington’s Disease

Glenn Poveromo, ’71
  Change Your Thinking/Change Your Life
  The Spirits Self-Help Book

Neil Thomas Proto, '67
  To a High Court: The Tumult and Choices that Led to United States of America v. SCRAP
  The Rights of My People: Liliuokalani's Enduring Battle with the United States 1893-1917

Michael Pye, '02
  Lost Secrets of the Gods

Jaime Quaranta, ’09
  Me, Myself and My Autism

Megan Raab, '04, MFA '13
  When Surrounded by Fire (Dancing Girl Press, 2012)
  If Tigers Do Not Come (Palettes and Quills, 2013)
  Elastic Shriek Machine (Knut House Press, 2016)
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Nancy Rainey, ’80
100 Roses

Betsy Ratner, MS ’77
Kissing in the Kitchen

Lisa Rebeschi, ’84, MSN ’91
Books by Lisa M. Rebeschi
Pediatric Nurse's Survival Guide
Outlines & Highlights for Pediatric Nurses Survival Guide
Enhancing evidence bases for interventions in a baccalaureate program. (TEACHING EVIDENCE-BASED INTERVENTIONS)

David Renza, ’05
Military Education Benefits for College: Comprehensive Guide for Military Members, Veterans and their Dependents

Stephanie Robinson, ’97, MLS ’05
The Secret Files of Fairday Morrow

Lisa Rogers, MLS ’06
Boston: City on a Hill

Lisa Rose, ’95
Gumption

Naomi Harris Rosenblatt, ’56
Books by Naomi Harris Rosenblatt
Wrestling with Angels: What Genesis Teaches Us about Our Spiritual Identity, Sexuality and Personal Relationships
After the Apple: Women in the Bible: Timeless Stories of Love, Lust, and Longing

Eleanor Grace Rupp, ’58
A Student's Notes on GENESIS - The Bible for Public Schools

Mark Sadoski, ’68, MS ’73, SY ’78
Imagery & Text: A Dual Coding Theory of Reading and Writing
Conceptual Foundations of Teaching Reading
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Nancy Carlisle Schumacher, ’84
   The Swallow’s Flight
   Surviving the Spider’s Net: a family’s struggle with abuse and epilepsy
   Epilepsy: a personal approach

Bruce Schwartz, ’74
   The 21st Century (mystery/thriller)

John F. Searles, ’91
   Boy Still Missing
   Strange but True

Lisa Siedlarz, MS ’07
   What we Sign Up For
   I Dream My Brother Plays Baseball

Martha Simpson, MLS ’91
   What NOT to give your Mom on Mother’s Day!
   Plus: Five library resource books

Karen Sladyk, MS ’86
   Books by Karen Sladyk
   OT Student Primer
   OTR Exam Review Manual
   Clinician to Educator: What Experts Know in Occupational Therapy
   Successful Occupational Therapy Fieldwork Student
   Ryan's Occupational Therapy Assistant: Principles, Practice Issues, and Techniques (co-author)
   OT Study Cards in a Box
   Management Skills for the Occupational Therapy Assistant ’03

Akintunde Sogunro, ’11
   Mama Stitches: To Cover with Love

Michelle Spray, ’95
   Growing Up with Scoliosis
   My ABCs: An ABC Book for Any Age
   Life's Reasons (With or Without the Rhyme)

Sheila Squillante
   American Renaissance (Bloom’s Period Studies)
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L.E. (Lisa) Starks, MS ’09  
Write Soon, Love Fran

Dr. Gerald Stine, ’61  
Books by Dr. Gerald J. Stine  
Biosocial Genetics  
AIDS Updates 1993 - 2014 (one volume per year)  
Laboratory Exercises in Genetics  
The Biology of Sexuality Transmitted Diseases  
The New Human Genetics  
Biology 125  
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome  
Mendelian Genetics and Chromosome Analysis from Human Genetics  
Profiles in Disease: When the Perfect Body Fails  
Planning a recycling center for your community

Susan Strecker, MFT, ’97  
Night Blindness  
Nowhere Girl: A Novel

Shelley Stoehr-McCarthy, MFA ’18  
Shelley Stoehr-McCarthy website  
Crosses  
Weird on the Outside  
Tomorrow Wendy  
Saving Bone  
Wannabe

D. J. Stutzman, ’04  
The Promise Ring

Michelle Tuccitto Sullo, ’97  
Ghosts
Dr. Anthony Julian Tamburri, '71

Books by Dr. Anthony Julian Tamburri
Screening Ethnicity
Flouri: Essays by Italian/American Lesbians and Gays (Via Folios)
Shades of Black and White: Conflict and Collaboration Between Two Communities: Selected Essays from the 30th Annual Conference of the American Italian Historical Society, 13-15 '99 (co-author)
Screening Ethnicity: Cinematographic Representations of Italian Americans in the United States (Via Folios, 30)
Through the Looking Glass: Italian & Italian/American Images in the Media: Selected Essays from the 27th Annual Conference of the American Italian Historical Association, 10-12 '96 (co-author)
Italian/American Short Films and Music Videos: A Semiotic Reading
A Semiotic of Re-Reading: Italo Calvino's 'Snow Job'
A Semiotic of Ethnicity: In (Re)Cognition of the Italian/American Writer (Suny Series in Italian/American Studies)
A Reconsideration of Aldo Palazzeschi's Poetry, 1905-1974: Revisiting the Saltimbanco (Studies in Italian Literature , Vol 6)
Beyond the Margin: Readings in Italian Americana
Italian Cultural Studies 2002 (Via Folios, 36)
Giose Rimanelli's 'Benedetta in Guysterland': a "liquid" novel of questionable textual boundaries.: An article from: World Literature Today
Introducing Italian Americana: Generalities on Literature and Film (Via Folios, 40)
Of Saltimbanchi and Incendiari: Aldo Palazzeschi and Avant Gardism in Italy
From the Margin, Writings in Italian Americana
Italiana VI. Essays in honor of Nicolas J. Perel '94 17. Italian/American Literature and Film: Literature and Film a Select Critical Bibliography
Re-Reading Italian Americana

Howard “Howie” Thompson, MS ‘75

Overtime: a story of basketball, love lost and found, and redemption

Nicolas Tomaiuolo, MLS ’87

UContent: The Information Professional's Guide to User-Generated Content

Dr. John Twomey, '67

Retiring To, Not From -Intimate Details of Life on a Remote Farm in Maine

Dr. Charles Twyman, ’50

Daddy There's a Light in the Sky: An Illumination of Life Stories
Mario Vazquez, '02, MS '03
   The Color of my Paint

Mary Verdick, '65
   Books by Mary Verdick
   Indian Time: A Novel
   Maybe this Time
   Don’t Let the Good Life Pass You By
   Sky Dive: and other stories of true adventure and daring
   What are Friends for: and other stories of today
   As Long as He Needs Me
   Buried Alive
   Nine Daring Adventures
   Just for Kicks
   Ghost Ship
   A Place of Honour
   Good Times – Bad Times: America from 1876 to 1945
   Remember Me?
   His Chute Didn't Open
   Eight Exciting Adventures
   World of Animals
   That Certain Summer

David Walker, MFA ’13
   Bullet Tooth
   If, Ifs, Ifs
   Donating Organs in Boxes
   Pause: A collection of Moment Poems
   Ventriliquisms and Other Stories

Frank Wallis, ’81
   The British Conquest of Afghanistan and Western India 1838-49

Brendan Walsh, MFA ’13
   Make Anything Whole
   Go
   Buddha vs. Bonobo
David Ward, MLS ’88

- Of Battlefields and Bitter Feuds: A History of the 96th Pennsylvania Volunteers (journal article)
- Sedgwick's Foot Cavalry: The March of the Sixth Corps to Gettysburg (journal article)

Sarah Wareck, MS ’05

One of six national winners of a AWP Into Fiction Contest 2003, 1 of 7 winners of Chicago Reader's national fiction contest

Jaclyn Watterson, ’08

Ventrioloquisms

Jeffrey Webber, MS ’72, 6th Yr.’76

Books by Jeffrey Webber
Volunteering in your Retirement Lifestyle
RVing in your Retirement Lifestyle: a cost-effective way to live your dreams
Technology and your Retirement Lifestyle: Tools for the New You
The New Professional Person's Retirement Lifestyle

Karen Lynn Williams, MS ’77

Books by Karen Lynn Williams
Galimoto
When Africa was Home
Painted Dreams
Tap-Tap
A Real Christmas this Year
Applebaum's Garage
Baseball and Butterflies
First Grade King
One Thing I'm Good At
Chicken Soup for the Child's Soul

The Missing Moon Mystery
Lubuto Means Light
Beatrice's Dream
A Beach Tail
Voices Rise and Fall
Crowns of Silver
Many Genres, One Craft
Four Feet, Two Sandals
Circles of Hope
My Name is Sangoel

Kathleen Wolack, ’10

Windblown

Mike Wood, ’01, MA ’09

Alchemy

Allyson Wuerth, ’00

Winner of the New England Association of Teachers English Poetry Contest, 2005
Dr. Donald Yacovone, ’74
   Books by Dr. Donald Yacovone
   Freedom's Journey
   Hope and Glory
   Samuel Joseph May and Dilemmas of the Liberal Persuasion
   Voice of Thunder
   We Fight for Freedom
   Witness for Freedom III

Aliu Xhenet, ’01
   Brass: A Novel
   Domesticated Wild Things and Other Stories

Len Yannielli, MS ’74, MS ’89
   Moon Shadow of War
   Hurry Down Guntown

Ruth Zeil, ’47
   Things to Make: the grade teacher and the instructor

Florence Zielinski, ’54 (co-author)
   Sand in Our Shoes: A Narrative and Pictorial History of Walnut Beach-Myrtle Beach, Milford, Connecticut

Linda Zonana, MS ’89
   Vertigo! – When the World Spins out of Control
   Meniere's Disease, Benign Positional Vertigo and Other Vestibular Illnesses